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Abstract
The lifecycle of information systems is always containing several different phases
which require different inputs from stakeholders, developers, key users and so on[2,
9]. This also means, that defining needs, making design decisions, and implement-
ing them requires a variety of tools, frameworks, and applications. To meet every
demand we use graphical diagrams, design, and conceptual documents, low code
representations, metamodels, and actual source code. All of these are part of such
a heterogenous environment that is very error-prone based on its nature.

We already discussed a possible mathematical approach, which could depict these
heterogenous domains in a homogenous formal way: the hypergraphs[3–6]. But
instead of creating a whole new framework, we propose to extend an existing one.
The SAP Cloud Application Programming is an ORM-like framework[8], which
covers the world of relational database development with easily understandable
object-oriented entity definitions. It uses SAP HANA as its core which contains
graph capabilities besides the default relational database features[7]. We already
explored the options, of how hypergraphs - with bipartite graph representation
- can be stored in a system like this[1]. However, creating a generic metamodel
framework, where every attribute, document, scope, authorization - and so on - are
stored as hypergraph nodes could overwhelm the system, which results in slower
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runtime, higher resource consumption, and therefore: overall higher costs.

In this paper we propose a new approach: we create a classification for the hy-
pergraph model which support the ontology-like description of each node instance.
This would lower the entry number of the graph representation significantly and
also helps the understanding of the metamodel by creating custom views.
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